The Born rule provides a probability vector (distribution) with a quantum state for a measurement setting. For two settings, we have a pair of vectors from the same quantum state. Each pair forms a combined-probability vector that obeys certain quantum constraints, which are triangle inequalities in our case. Such a restricted set of combined vectors, titled combined-probability space, is presented here for a d-level quantum system (qudit). The combined space turns out a compact convex subset of a Euclidean space, and all its extreme points come from a family of parametric curves. Considering a suitable concave function on the combined space to estimate the uncertainty, we deliver an uncertainty relation by finding its global minimum at the curves for a qudit. If one chooses an appropriate concave (or convex) function, then there is no need to search for the absolute minimum (maximum) on the whole space, it will be at the parametric curves. So these curves are quite useful for establishing an uncertainty (or a certainty) relation for a general pair of settings. In the paper, we also demonstrate that many known tight (un)certainty relations for a qubit can be obtained with the triangle inequalities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Every setting for a measurement on a quantum system can be completely specified by an orthonormal basis of the system's Hilbert space. Identical systems can be independently prepared in a (pure) state ρ such that, every time, we get a definite outcome when a system is measured in a setting a. If we change a to a physically distinct setting b, then we observe-sometimes one and sometimes other-multiple outcomes. In other words, there the probability is one for an outcome in a-setting, whereas none of the probabilities is one in b-setting. Of course, in any setting, all the probabilities are nonnegative numbers that sum up to one. Apart from that, the probability vectors (distributions) p and q-associated with the two settings a and b, respectively-must follow certain constraints, called quantum constraints (QCs), together.
Historically, such QCs are expressed in terms of uncertainty relations (URs) by taking Hermitian operators rather than orthonormal bases. An UR is an inequality, cpa, b, ρq ď upa, b, ρq, between two real-valued functions: uncertainty measure u and its lower bound c. In 1927, Heisenberg introduced the first UR [1, 2] (derived by Weyl in [3] ) for the position and momentum operators. Different aspects of his seminal work are reviewed in [4] . Robertson [5] generalized the Heisenberg's relation for an arbitrary pair of operators by employing the standard deviation as a measure of uncertainty. In Robertson's UR, the lower bound c is a function of state ρ. Deutsch criticized it and introduced a new UR [6] for a finitedimensional state space by taking entropy as a measure of uncertainty. He achieved a state independent cpa, bq. Later, a better lower bound was conjectured by Kraus [7] email: aruns@iisermohali.ac.in and then proved by Maassen and Uffink [8] . Such URs are-known as entropy URs-reviewed in [9] [10] [11] .
Throughout the article, we are considering d-level quantum systems (qudits) and projective measurements. Our primary objective is to study a set of combinedprobability vectors p p,, called combined-probability space, where every vector respects certain, if not all, QCs. Here the elemental QCs are the triangle inequalities (TIs) between quantum angles, and the (un)certainty relations emerge from them. As an angle between a pair of ketscalled quantum angle-is a metric over the set of all pure states [12] , we own TIs. Landau and Pollak obtained a single TI [13] of this kind for continuous-time signals and provided a classical UR (see also Sec. 8 in [14] ).
In Sec. II, we present the combined space that is a compact convex subset of the 2d-dimensional real vector space R 2d . Thanks to the Krein-Milman theorem (see Theorem 3.3.5 and Appendix A.3 in [38] ), every compact convex subset of R 2d can be generated by the convex combinations of its extreme points. As a principal result, we provide a family of parametric curves in Sec. II, which represents all the extreme points of the combined space. In the case of d " 2, all the parametric curves form an ellipse, and the same ellipse also appears in [15] [16] [17] as a special case.
An uncertainty measure upa, b, ρq " up p,should be a concave function on the combined-probability space, argued in the beginning of Sec. III. The concavity of u ensures that its global minimum c will occur at the parametric curves (extreme points) of the space (see Theorem 3.4.7 and Appendix A.3 in [38] ). Hence, one can exploit these curves to obtain an UR, rather easily, for her or his liking of u and, of course, for general measurement settings a and b.
In Sec. III, we choose a concave, thus uncertainty, measure up p,. A significance of our choice lies in the fact that u is again a concave function on every parametric curve (that is, as a function of the parameter). There-fore its absolute minimum c will occur nowhere but at the endpoint(s) of these curves. A simple three-step procedure is delivered to find the lower bound c ď u for an arbitrary pair ta, bu of settings and for a finite d. One can employ an ordinary computer to run the procedure. Besides, c is presented in analytic forms for d " 2, 3, and in the case of mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) [18] . References [7, 16, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] contains URs particularly for MUBs. At the end of Sec. III, we provide another uncertainty measure that is also concave on all the parametric curves, so the whole analysis given before for u can be straightforwardly applied to this measure.
If a suitable concave function can be a measure of the uncertainty, then an appropriate convex function will be a measure of certainty. In Sec. IV, we pick some other concave and convex functions and exhibit that the tight (un)certainty relations given in [6, 8, 16, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] for a qubit can be achieved with the TIs that specifies the ellipse. We conclude the article with Sec. V.
The appendices are kept for certain technical details and proofs: the TIs are derived in Appendix A. It is manifested in Appendix B that the combined space is a compact convex set. The parametric curves are explicitly obtained in Appendix D with the help of Appendix C.
II. QUANTUM CONSTRAINTS AND COMBINED-PROBABILITY SPACE
In quantum theory, observables are represented by Hermitian operators. If such an operator is degenerate, then it possesses more than one eigenbases, where some of them can represent physically different measurement setups. Hence, 'measurement in an orthonormal basis' of the underlying Hilbert space is rather well defined than 'a measurement of an operator' (see Chapter 7 in [39] ). In fact, measurement in a basis B a measure all the operators whose eigenbasis is B a . Moreover, Deutsch pointed out that a measure of uncertainty for a discrete observable must not depend on its eigenvalues, but on its eigenbasis [6] . With all these considerations, we choose orthonormal bases instead of Hermitian operators to specify different projective measurements for a qudit.
We begin with two orthonormal bases 
of a d-dimensional Hilbert space H d to depict the two measurement settings a and b, respectively. In this paper, all (un)certainty relations are preparation (un)certainty relations that are applicable in the following experimental scheme.
N number of independent qudits are identically prepared in a quantum state ρ. Then half of them are measured in the basis B a and the rest in B b , one by one.
A similar scenario Peres used in his book [39] at page 93 to interpret the position-momentum UR. In proposal (2), clearly, the two measurements have no influence whatsoever on each other.
Throughout the text, we assume ρ is a pure quantum state |ψyxψ| so that we can associate angles (4) and TIs (12) with the state vector |ψy. Although every (un)certainty relation presented in this paper as it is applicable for every qudit's state [see the text around (39) ].
The state ρ " |ψyxψ| provides two probability distributions for the two measurement settings [given in (1) ] by the Born rule: p i " |xa i |ψy| 2 and q j " |xb j |ψy| 2
are the probabilities of getting outcome a i in the a-setting and outcome b j in the b-setting, respectively. Next, we present quantum angles:
α i " arccos |xa i |ψy| and β j " arccos |xb j |ψy| (4) are the angles between |ψy and |a i y and between |ψy and |b j y, respectively. In the entire article, we consider only the principal values r0, πs of the (multivalued) arccos function. With (3) and (4), one can recognize that the absolute value of the inner product establishes a one-toone correspondence between the angles-that belong to r0, π 2 s-and the probabilities-that lie in r0, 1s. Related to the a-setting, every probability vector p :" pp 1 ,¨¨¨, p d q satisfies
and the collection of all such vectors constitutes a probability space Ω a . Similarly, Ω b is-related to the basis B b -defined be the constraints
Equations (5) and (7) state that all the probabilities add up to one, and inequalities (6) and (8) tell that probabilities are nonnegative numbers. Both Ω a and Ω b are-the standard pd´1q-simplices-compact convex subsets of the d-dimensional real vector space R d , and their Cartesian product Ω :" Ω aˆΩb is a compact convex subset of R 2d [see Appendix B] . Basically, Ω is determined by the conditions (5)- (8) .
Performing measurement on every qudit using a single setting, say a, looks like throwing a d-sided dice, every time. The vector p alone is limited by (5) and (6) that specify Ω a , which is also the probability space of a d-sided dice. Whereas the experimental scheme (2) is not similar to throwing one out of two d-sided dices at a time, although Ω is the probability space of two dices: every pure or mixed state of a qudit gives a unique pair p p,P Ω by the Born rule [see (3) and (39)], but not every pair p p,P Ω has a quantum state. For example, if |xa i |b j y| ‰ 1 for some i, j, then one cannot get always the same outcome: a i in the a-setting and b j in the b-setting.
In other words, it is impossible to prepare [47] a quantum system in a state (in this case, there exists no quantum state) that can provide p p,, where p i " 1 " q j , which identifies an extreme point of Ω.
So, other than (5)- (8) , there are certain constraints that are purely quantum mechanical in nature and must be obeyed by p and q together. In our case, QCs are the TIs given in (12) , which arise naturally from the structure of Hilbert space on which quantum theory is based. To write the TIs, we need r ij " |xa i |b j y| 2`1 ď i, j ď d˘ (9) that is the probability of getting outcome a i if |b j yxb j | (or b j if |a i yxa i |) is our state for the system. Like α i and β j in (4),
is the angle between the pure states |a i yxa i | and |b j yxb j |.
In the subscripts of r ij and θ ij , from left, the first and second indices are reserved for B a and B b , respectively. Therefore, note that r ji " |xa j |b i y| 2 is different from r ij , and likewise for θ.
After choosing the measurement settings, B a and B b in (1), the entries in
get fixed by (9) and (10) . Each entry in R and in Θ belong to r0, 1s and r0, π 2 s, respectively. Sum of all the entries in each row and every column of R is one, thus it is a doubly stochastic matrix. If the two measurement settings described by (1) are physically the same, then R will be a permutation matrix. For every state vector |ψy P H d , there are three TIs (12) attached to each entry in Θ. These TIs [see (A20)] are derived in Appendix A. For simplicity, out the three TIs (12), here we choose only one
Angles α i and β j vary, whereas θ ij is fixed, as we change the state vector |ψy. The kets that saturates TI (13) for certain i, j lie in the linear span of t|a i y, |b j yu [consider (A14) and (A15) with 0 ď β ď θ from Appendix A]. In the triangle equality (TE) θ ij " α i`βj , α i and β j are reminiscent of complementary angles from planar geometry, and 0 ď α i , β j ď θ ij . Identifying f , D, and B in [13] by our |ψy, |ayxa|, and |byxb|, respectively, one can see that the TI θ ď α`β is obtained by Landau and Pollak for continuous-time signals (see also Sec. 8 in [14] ). They also plotted elliptic curves (for different θs) one of this kind is shown in Fig. 1 between the point E 1 and E 2 (see also [15] ). The results in [13, 15] are more general than here, but they are only for a pair of projectors. Whereas, we take every possible pair |a i yxa i | and |b j yxb j | and present three TIs [see (12) ], not just one, for each pair. The cosine function is strictly decreasing on r0, πs, so applying it on both sides of TI (13) and using (3), (4), (9) , and (10), we attain
after a rearrangement of terms. As both sides in (14) are nonnegative functions of the probabilities, squaring and further simplification lead to
for every 1 ď i, j ď d. All those pairs p p,P Ω that obey QC (15) for every 1 ď i, j ď d build the combined-probability space ω for the two measurement bases in (1) . In the case of d ą 2, even if we consider all TIs given in (12) for each 1 ď i, j ď d, they do not capture the full QCs for a general pair of settings. Therefore, one can still find some p p,P ω that corresponds to no quantum state. Nevertheless, our analysis relies on the following fact: every p p,that does not belong to ω cannot be obtained from a quantum state, thus it is discarded. To investigate a space ω q -that contains all those, and only those, pairs p p,that originate from the quantum states-is not the aim of this paper. However, it is not tough to realize that ω q " ω for d " 2; in general, ω q Ď ω.
Note that ω is a proper subset of Ω. To prove this one can show: only one out of the two extreme pointsspecified by p i " 1 " q j and p i " 1 " q l , where j ‰ l-of Ω can belong to ω. Recall that if and only if r ij " 1 then the point described by p i " 1 " q j belongs to ω, otherwise θ ij ď α i`βj will be violated. Secondly, if r ij " 1 then r il " 0, and θ il ď α i`βl cannot be obeyed by the other point; hence that stays outside of ω.
The space ω is-held by the conditions (5)-(8) and (15)-a compact and convex subset of R 2d [for a proof, see Appendix B]. Every point of such a set can be written as a convex combination of its extreme points due to the Krein-Milman theorem (see Theorem 3.3.5 and Appendix A.3 in [38] ). We begin our journey from an interior point of ω in Appendix D 1 and arrive at its extreme points at the end of Appendix D 3. There it is concluded that the set of all extreme points of ω comes from a family of parametric curves.
One can skip all those technical details and start constructing the parametric curves straight from the conclusion (D56): the first step is to pick a set of m angles from a single column or row of the matrix Θ given in (11) . Such a set is called m-set, and 1 ď m ď d´1. For instance, we pick the top m angles tθ i1 u m i"1 from the first column. Then we associate m TEs with the m-set as
by taking β 1 , where the subscript 1 reflects the selected column. Next, with (3) and (4), we assign m`1 probabilities to the angles: p i " cos α i 2 and q 1 " cos β 1 2 . They create the probability vectors
qpβ1q "`cos β 1 2 , 0 , q t , 0˘, where (18)
q t " 1´cos β 1 2 p2 ď t ď dq , and (20)
One can observe that` ppβ1q , qpβ1q˘serves as a vectorvalued function of a single real parameter β 1 , thus it exhibits a parametric curve. Since the curve is associated with an m-set and all its points obey m TEs (16), we call it an m-parametric curve.
A part of the curve, identified by the upper and lower limits β 1 ď β 1 ď β 2 , lies in ω and represents its extreme points because` ppβ1q , qpβ1q˘cannot be written into a convex combination of other points of ω. In Appendix D 4, we realize that the two limits are fixed by
when 1 " m , and
[see (D74)]. Equations (22) and (24) 
p s " 1´cos α 1 2 p2 ď s ď dq , and (28)
Now the parameter is α 1 P rα 1 , α 2 s, and the limits are determined by
when 1 " m , and (31)
One can check that, for m " 1, both (16)- (23) and (25)-(31) describe the same thing, provided s and t are identical in both the cases. So an m-parametric curve is identified by an m-set and the positions of p s and q t (that is, s and t) in p and q, respectively. Let us count the total number of curves such as describe by (16) - (20) . One can harvest d! m!pd´mq! distinct m-sets from a single column of Θ, and there are total d columns. The probability p s can take d´m separate places in p of (17) for distinct s, and q t can take d´1 separate places in q of (18) for distinct t. Thus we have pd´mqpd´1q individual m-parametric curves with a single m-set. Since 1 ď m ď d´1, we collect
number of curves, where each m-set is made of angles from a column of Θ. We secure the same number if we consider rows, rather than columns, to build an m-set and then a curve such as given by (25)- (29) . For m " 1, every m-set is a part of a row as well as a part of a column. So, to avoid double counting errors, we take the cases m " 1 and m ą 1 separately. In total, there are
number of parametric curves for a qudit. If one adopts a suitable concave function up p,on the combined space ω to estimate the uncertainty, then its absolute minimum will occur only at the parametric curves (see Theorem 3.4.7 and Appendix A.3 in [38] ). So ultimately one needs to find absolute minima of, at most,
functions, each of a single variable [for example, see (42) ]. Then the smallest minimum will be the lower bound c ď u in an UR. This task can be easily completed with a regular computer. In the next two sections, we discuss certain concave as well as convex functions on ω.
III. UNCERTAINTY MEASURES AND RELATIONS
If u quantifies the uncertainty-about the outcomes a i when a qudit is measured in the basis B a of (1)-then u should be a concave function of p P Ω a . It is because mixing probability distributions, p 1 and p 2 as λ p 1`p 1´λq p 2 " p with λ P r0, 1s, can only increase uncertainty λ up p 1 q`p1´λqup p 2 q ď up p q (see Chapter 9 in [39] ). In this regard, every mixed state, say λ|ψ 1 yxψ 1 |`p1´λq|ψ 2 yxψ 2 | " ρ mix , has more uncertainty.
So, here, we adopt a real-valued smooth concave function
as an uncertainty measure. It is associated with the Tsallis entropy [40] S1 {2 p p q " 2Kpup p q´1q, where K the Boltzmann constant. To prove up p q is a concave function on Ω a , it is sufficient to demonstrate that the pd´1qˆpd´1q Hessian matrix-that is a symmetric matrix of second-order partial derivatives of u-is a negative semidefinite matrix at every point in Ω a (see Theorem 4.5 in [41] ). At an interior point (where all p i ą 0) of Ω a , the entry in the kth row and lth column p1 ď l, k ď d´1q in the Hessian matrix is
where p d " 1´ř d´1 i"1 p i and δ lk is the Kronecker delta function. These entries indeed provide a negative definite matrix, thus up p q is strictly concave in the interior of Ω a . At a boundary point (where one or more p i " 0), all the partial derivatives in a certain row(s) and column(s) of the Hessian matrix become zero, thus the matrix turns out to be a negative semidefinite and up p q to be a concave function. By the way, up p q can be employed for the entanglement detection (see Remark 2 in [42] ).
If the state vector |ψy is an equal superposition of all the kets in B a or the state is completely mixed, then all the outcomes a i will be equally probable: p i " 1 d for every 1 ď i ď d is the center of Ω a , where up p q reaches its maximum value ? d. Whereas, only in the case of a definite outcome-that is when |ψyxψ| " |a i yxa i |, and then p i " 1 for a particular i-we have the minimum uncertainty up p q " 1 as it should be. Note that p i " 1 characterizes an extreme point of Ω a .
To establish a measure of combined uncertainty for the experimental proposal (2), we take the same function,
for the b-setting. Like up p q of (35), upis a concave function on Ω b with the range r1, ? d s. Now we define our combined uncertainty measure up p,:" up p q`up"
on the convex set ω, rather than Ω. Sum of two concave functions is concave, so u is also a concave function. A mixed quantum state is a convex combination of pure states, the probabilities p i " tr p p p |a i yxa i |and q j " tr p p p |b j yxb j |(39) are linear functions of the state (0 ď , trp q " 1), and ω is a compact and convex set. As a result, every p p,associated with any (pure or mixed) quantum state lies in ω. And, because u is a concave function on ω, our UR given in (40) applies to every state for a qudit. This is also true in the case of other (un)certainty relations presented in Sec. IV, because mostly there also we have either a concave or a convex function. In (93) and (94), the functions are neither concave nor convex on ω, but the relations are followed by every qubit's state. By the way, one can check that if " |ψyxψ| then the Born rule (39) reduces to (3) . The range of up p,and our UR are presented as
is the global minimum that will occur at the mparametric curves [given in Sec. II]. Whereas, u gains its absolute maximum 2 ? d only at the point identified by p i "
It is called the center of ω, which represents the uniform distribution for both the settings. Now recall from Sec. II that an extreme point of Ω, describe by p i " 1 " q j , belongs to ω if and only if |a i yxa i | " |b j yxb j |. Only in such a situation-that does not necessarily require both the bases B a and B b to be the same in any way-we have the trivial lower bound c " 2 and thus the UR 2 ď u. A similar statement is made by Deutsch in [6] . For d " 2, the trivial case is possible if and only if the two measurement settings are (physically) the same. A nontrivial lower bound c ą 2 materializes when the settings are completely different, that is when r ij ă 1 for every 1 ď i, j ď d. So the following analysis is obviously for the nontrivial cases.
To find the lower bound (41) and to establish the UR c ď u, we write the functional form
which up p,of (38) acquires on an m-parametric curve specified by (16)- (21). To show that u of (42) is a concave function of β 1 , we present
, and (44)
With these derivatives, one can clearly see
Bβ1 2 ă 0 for 1 ă m ď d´1. Whereas, for m " 1, one can directly realize
Bβ1 2 "´u ă 0. This proves that u is a (strictly) concave function on every parametric curve. Therefore, its global minimum c will always be at the endpoints of the curves. Endpoints of an m-parametric curve are identified by the two limits on a parameter [see (22)- (24) as well as (30)- (32)].
It is manifested in Appendix D 4 that, to compute a limit, we always have to solve an equation such as (D73); which carries m number of angles from a column or a row of Θ [given in (11) ]. Note that we use small letter 'm' p1 ď m ď d´1q when we construct a parametric curve with an m-set [see Sec. II] and use capital letter 'm' p2 ď m ď dq when we compute a limit with an m-set. Essentially, one needs to follow a three-step procedure to compute a limit and then the value of u [defined in (38) , see also (42) ] at the corresponding endpoint of a curve:
1. Pick an m-set from a column or a row of Θ, say tθ 1 ,¨¨¨, θ m u, here only one index of θ is shown. 2. Solve ř m l"1 cospθ l´χ q 2 " 1 for χ that represents a limit. 3. Compute c m :" ř m l"1 cospθ l´χ q`cos χ`sin χ that is the value of u at an endpoint. (46) The equation in Step 2 is like Eq. (D73) that is solved in Appendix D 4, and every time we take the solution (D80) with + sign. One can observe that χ and therefore c m are solely determined by the m-set picked in Step 1.
After repeating the three-step procedure for every mset and for each 2 ď m ď d, we collect a set of values tc m u for all the endpoints. Then, the smallest value in this set will be c [defined by (41) ], and thus we own our UR c ď u [presented in (40) ]. Since every c m is determined by the entries in Θ-matrix, the lower bound c-depends only on the measurement bases in (1)-is independent of a quantum state. Besides, to compute c, we can employ an ordinary computer, which repeats the three steps of (46) by taking
number of m-sets one by one. In fact, 2d r 2 d´p d`1qs is the total number of endpoints for a qudit.
Although we have the solution (D80) for Step 2, it is easy to calculate χ and c m for m " 2, d. For a 2-set tθ 1 , θ 2 u, one can directly realize
2´π 4 , and then (48)
Every endpoint of a m " 1 parametric curve is determined by a set of m " 2 angles [see (22) , (23), (30), and (31)]. For a d-set tθ 1 ,¨¨¨, θ d u, that is an entire column or row of Θ, we have the total probability ř d l"1 cos θ l 2 " 1. Therefore, we obtain the solution χ " 0 , and then (51)
For general measurement settings, it is-easy to compute but-difficult to express c in an analytic form. Nevertheless, we present it for d " 2, 3, and when the measurement bases in (1) are MUBs [18] .
In the case of a qubit, d " 2, a (un)certainty relation can be stated with the three probabilities p 1 , q 1 , and r 11 , hence we drop their subscripts here and in the next section. Furthermore, all the TIs (13) can now be put together as θ ď α`β ď π´θ and |α´β| ď θ ,
where α, β, and θ are associated with p, q, and r, respectively [through (3), (4), (9), and (10)]. Here only m " 1 parametric curves exist, which are four in total [see with (34) ]. To draw an endpoint of a curve, we can use either (48) or (51); both are equal (because
. There are only four [see (47) ] endpoints E 1 ,¨¨¨, E 4 . Next, one can realize that (49) and (52) are also the same for a qubit. Furthermore, c d is even identical for every m " 2 set. It implies that our combined , contour plot of upp,on ω, where a darker shade represents a smaller value of u. The square-shaped and elliptical regions are Ω and ω, respectively. Note that ω Ă Ω Ă R 4 and the unseen coordinates are p2 " 1´p and q2 " 1´q for each point. For every r P r0, 1s, u hits its global minimum c [given in (54)] on ω at all the four points E1,¨¨¨, E4, which are marked by the bullets p‚q. And, u achieves its global maximum 2 ? 2 [stated in (40) ] always at the center, p " uncertainty function (38) takes the same value at all the four endpoints, thus c " c d " c 2 and ? r`?1´r`1 looooooooomooooooooon cprq
is an UR for d " 2. It is also given in [24] . Together all the parametric curves-that represent all the extreme points of the combined-probability space ω-can be expressed by an ellipse pppϑq, qpϑqq "`cospθ´ϑq 2 , cos ϑ 2˘w ith ϑ P r0, πq (55) in the case of a qubit. As a special case, the same ellipse also appears in [15] [16] [17] through different routes [48] , although our approach is closer to [15] . One can observe that the ellipse turns into a circle for θ " π 4 and into certain line segments for θ " 0, π 2 . In Fig. 1 , we present a contour plot of upp,on ω by taking r " , and one can see that ω is bounded by the ellipse (55). Furthermore, by putting ϑ " 0, θ, π 2 , π 2`θ in pppϑq, qpϑqq, we can have the four endpoints E 1 ,¨¨¨, E 4 , respectively.
In the case of d " 2, there always exist a quantum state for each point in ω, thus ω " ω q . For instance, the kets such as (A14) and (A15) correspond to points on the ellipse (55) by the Born rule (3). In particular, the kets of basis B a correspond to the points tE 2 , E 4 u, and the kets of B b are related with tE 1 , E 3 u. So the lower bound cprq in the UR (54) is achieved-hence, it is a tight URonly by those state vectors |ψy that (up to a phase factor) belong to one of the bases in (1). The lower bound will be the largest ? 2`1 when, r " 1 2 , the measurement bases are MUBs [see also (58) ].
An UR is called tight if there exists a quantum state that saturates the UR. In the case of a qubit, all the relations mentioned in this and the next section are tight because ω " ω q . For d ě 3, ω q Ď ω, hence our UR c ď u is not tight in general.
In the case of d " 3 (qutrit), there are only two kinds of parametric curves (for m " 1, 2), and two types of endpoints (for m " 2, 3). So (48) and (51) can specify any endpoint for a qutrit. To compute the lower bound c, we have to evaluate the function c 2 of (49) for every 2-set and c d of (52) every d-set drawn from the Θ-matrix. (47)]. Then, the smallest out of the 18`6 " 24 values will be our c. Now let us consider a pair of MUBs [18] for a finite dimension d.
If the two bases given in (1) are such that r ij " (9)], then they are called MUBs and the measurement settings a and b are designated as complementary [7] . In the case of MUBs, θ ij " arccos
for every i, j, so one can straightforward realize
, and (56)
in
Step 2 and 3 of the three-step procedure (46) . One can acknowledge that here χ and c m depend on m " 2,¨¨¨, d, not on a particular m-set, because every θ is the same. Furthermore, χ decreases, whereas c m increases, with m.
Hence the lower bound is
which does not deliver a tight UR when d ą 2, whereas tight URs [7, 8, 21] are known for MUBs in a finite d. We close this section with the following remarks. Remark 1: By the Born rule (3), |ψy " |a i y provides an extreme point, given by p i " 1 and q " pr i1 ,¨¨¨, r id q, ? r ij ( and (60)
Next, one can easily establish
The first inequality in (62) comes from (40) . The last inequality is due to
? r ij ď ? d and the similar relation where the summation is over index j instead of i. c q is the largest lower bound that defines the tight UR c q ď up p,. For d " 2, our lower bound c " c q " c bases , and the UR (54) is tight. Whereas, if the two bases in (1) share a ket then c turns out to be the trivial bound: 2 " c " c q " c bases . One can use (62) to avoid errors while calculating c.
Remark 2: The function H1 {2 p p q " 2 log up p q is the Rényi entropy [44] of order 1 2 . Using (36), one can realize that H1 {2 p p q is a concave function on Ω a , hence the sum
is concave on ω. Taking (43)- (45), one can confirm that the sum is also concave on each of the parametric curves, therefore its absolute minimum will be on the endpoints. By repeating the three-step procedure (46)-where in the third step now we need to compute
instead of c m -for every m-set, we can own an UR based on the combined entropy (64) for any pair of measurement settings. Analogues to (49), (52), and (57), here we have
and h m " 2 log
respectively, with these one can directly get URs for qubit, qutrit, and for a pair of MUBs just like above. For a qubit, we express the corresponding tight UR (also obtained in [24] )
? r`?1´r ď`?p`a1´p˘`?q`a1´q˘ (69) in terms of the product uppqupqq. In this case, the product turns out not only a concave function on ω but also on each of the four parametric curves. And, its absolute minimum-given in left-hand side of (69)-occurs at all the four endpoints E 1 ,¨¨¨, E 4 , and the absolute maximum 2 at the center [denoted by ‹ in Fig. 1 ] of ω.
IV. OTHER (UN)CERTAINTY MEASURES AND RELATIONS
The negative of a concave function is a convex function, hence a suitable convex function can be taken as a measure of certainty, rather than uncertainty. Here we present other popular measures of (un)certainty and obtain the associated (un)certainty relations for d " 2 by finding the absolute minimum (for concave) and maximum (for convex) on the ellipse (55). We want to emphasize that all the relations given in this paper for a qubit are already known, thanks to [6, 8, 16, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , through different methods. The following analysis merely shows that they all can be obtained from the TIs (53) that characterize the ellipse. Recall that one can have the same ellipse from [15] [16] [17] .
One can always construct Hermitian operators, for example
by assigning real numbers to the measurement outcomes a i and b j for the two settings specified by (1). Then a :" ta i u (3) and (70), one can perceive that the squared standard deviations
are functions of the probabilities as well as the eigenvalues. (36) of up p q, we get the second-order partial derivatives
of the function (71) for 1 ď k, l ď d´1. One can validate that the Hessian matrix-made of the derivatives (73)-is a negative semidefinite matrix for any set a of eigenvalues. Thus, ∆pa, p q 2 is a concave function on Ω a (see Theorem 4.5 in [41] ). Likewise, ∆pb, ρq 2 is a concave function on Ω b . Hence, analogues to up p,of (38), the sum
establishes a concave, thus uncertainty, measure on the combined space ω. In [32] , URs are presented by taking a sum such as (74), however, here the approach is different.
In the case of a qubit (d " 2), every measurement setting can also be described by a three-component real vector. So, we designate the two settings [see (1) ] by certain unit vectors p a and p b and then construct the Hermitian operators A " p a¨ σ and B " p b¨ σ with the dot product, where σ is the Pauli vector operator. One can verify that A 2 " I " B 2 , therefore the eigenvalues are: a " t˘1u " b. Suppose the kets |a 1 y and |b 1 y of the two bases [in (1) ] are associated with the eigenvalue`1 of A and B, respectively. Now one can easily derive the relation
between the three kinds of inner products. From Sec. III, let us recall that we only require three probabilities p 1 , We plot ∆ sq of (76) on ω in Fig. 2 by taking r "
sq is a concave function on ω, its absolute minimum will be at the four parametric curves, which are jointly described by the ellipse (55) and by their endpoints E 1 ,¨¨¨, E 4 . To compute the minimum, first, we need to represent ∆ sq as a function of a parameter, like u in (42), on each curve. Then, we have to find the critical points of ∆ sq . Here we obtain four critical points F 1 ,¨¨¨, F 4 -one on each curve-that are depicted by the bullets p‚q in Fig. 2 . By putting ϑ "
in pppϑq, qpϑqq of (55), one can have F 1 ,¨¨¨, F 4 , in that order. Record that the F -points are not the endpoints E 1 ,¨¨¨, E 4 that are only shown in Fig. 1 , not in Fig. 2 .
The function ∆ sq of (76) takes the value 2r at both the points tF 2 , F 4 u and takes the value 2p1´rq at tF 1 , F 3 u. So the global minimum is
and thus we obtain a tight UR, like (54). One can confirm that the lower bound is Fig. 2q .
Remark 3: The standard deviation ∆p p p˘1, pis a concave function of p, hence the sum ∆p p p˘1, p`∆p p p˘1,is a concave function on ω. As a result, we have another tight uncertainty relation a 1´p2r´1q 2 ď ∆p p p˘1, p`∆p p p˘1,.
One can check that the sum reaches its absolute minimum value at all the endpoints E 1 ,¨¨¨, E 4 , and has its maximum value 2 at the center of ω. Both the tight URs (77) and (79) are known due to [25] . A quantum state that saturates a tight UR is called its minimum uncertainty state. Since the E-points and the F -points are not the same, in general, the set-of minimum uncertainty states-is different for the two URs (77) and (79) based on the standard deviation. Note that we always get the trivial lower bound 0 ď ∆pa, p q∆pb,for the product of standard deviations, and this bound can be reached by any ket belongs to either of the bases given in (1). Next, the Shannon entropy [43] Hp p q "´ř
is arguably the most famous measure of uncertainty at present. It is superior than the standard deviation ∆pa, p q [10, 11] because it only depends on p, not on the eigenvalues. One can show that Hp p q P r0, log ds, and it is a concave function on Ω a with the Hassian matrix composed of the second-order derivatives
where
Considering the same function for the b-setting, that is Hp, one can formulate a combined uncertainty measure by the sum Hp p q`Hpand then produce an entropy UR [6] [7] [8] . Such URs are reviewed in [9] [10] [11] . For d " 2, the tight entropy UR is achieved in [26, 28] (see also [27] ), and we can directly import all their results here. In fact, Eq. (7) in [26] and Eq. (2.4) in [28] are Hppq`Hpqq on the ellipse (55), and they found the absolute minimum of Hppq`Hpqq on the ellipse. In [28] , all the results are given in terms of angles between the real unit vectors, which are related to the angles between kets through (75).
We can choose
as another (un)certainty measure, which is closely related to the Tsallis [40] and Rényi [44] entropies of order γ. One can prove that the Hassian matrix with entries
1 ď k, l ď d´1, is a negative and positive semidefinite matrix for 0 ă γ ď 1 and 1 ď γ ă 8, respectively. It confirms that u γ p p q is a concave (uncertainty) and convex
A similar observation is made in [24, 33] . In fact, our uncertainty measure up p q of (35) is u γ p p q with the exponent γ " 1 2 . Furthermore, the range of u γ p p q is r1, d
1´γ s if γ ď 1 and is rd 1´γ , 1s if 1 ď γ. When γ " 1, u γ p p q " 1 for every p P Ω a due to Eq. (5), thus u 1 is not a genuine (un)certainty measure.
Like before, one can establish a (un) Fig. 2q .
(86) The certainty measure (84) hits its absolute minimum 1 at the center of ω [depicted by the star p‹q in Figs. 1  and 2 ].
Remark 4: One can have another tight certainty relation
where product of certainty measures is used. The relation (87) is presented in [16] for 1 2 ď r. One can verify that u 2 ppq u 2 pqq is a convex functions on ω. Therefore, its absolute maximum [given in (87)] will be on the ellipse [specified by (55)], and the global minimum 1 4 will be at the center of ω. The product-function reaches its upper bound on the F -points. By applying the negative of the logarithm on both sides of the inequality (87), we get the corresponding tight UR-achieved in [29] -in terms of the collision entropy (that is, the Rényi entropy [44] of order 2).
Lastly, we pick the function
that defines a norm on R d if we replace p i with |p i |. Since every p i follows (6), the modulus sign is not shown in (88). Every norm is a convex function, so u max can be considered as a certainty measure on Ω a ; u max p p q P " 1 d , 1 ‰ for every p P Ω a . Note that u max p p q is not differentiable everywhere in Ω a . Nevertheless, we can assemble a combined certainty measure with the sum u max p p q`u max pon ω.
In the case of d " 2, the function u max ppq`u max pqq is equal to 
The limits on p, q stated in (89) divide ω-that is an elliptical region [see Figs. 1 and 2]-into four quadrants. The function u max ppq`u max pqq is differentiable in each of the quadrants. Furthermore, since it is a convex function on ω, its global maximum will be at the ellipse (55).
Here we discover four critical points, one in each quadrant on the ellipse, where the combined function takes a maximum value. In fact, these four points are the same F 1 ,¨¨¨, F 4 exhibited in Fig. 2 . The combined measure acquires the value 1`?1´r at both F 2 , F 4 and reaches the value 1`?r at both F 1 , F 3 . Thus, like (85), we get the tight certainty relation
for a qubit. And, the absolute maximum (upper bound) is given by Instead of TIs (53), for a qubit, all the tight relation (54), (69), (77), (79), (85), (87), (90), (93), (94), and the entropy UR given in [26] [27] [28] can be obtained with (92). In fact, inequality (92), that is min ij θ ij ď min i α i`m in j β j , can be produced from d 2 TIs (13), and it is weaker than the TIs: all those p p,P Ω that are bounded by (92) rather than (13) constitute a bigger combined-probability space.
Remark 5: One can confirm that the product u max ppq u max pqq is neither a concave nor a convex function on ω (for a similar observation, see [8] ), so it not clear to us whether or not we can take it as a good combined-(un)certainty measure for every qubit's state. It also shows that product of two convex (concave) functions is not necessarily a convex (concave) function. By computing the gradient of u max ppq u max pqq in each of the four quadrants, one can realize: the function reaches its global minimum 
which is reported in [8] (and implicitly appear in [6] ). In fact, for d " 2, the ket given by Eq. (11) in [6] is the ket (A14) with β " θ 2 and ν " 0, and the ket corresponds to the point F 1 . By applying the negative of the logarithm on both sides of the inequality (93), one can turn this relation in the min-entropy terms [23] . The min-entropy H min pqq :"´logp p pu max pis the smallest in the family of Rényi entropies [44] , and it is neither concave nor convex function on the interval r0, 1s. Like above, using the minentropy, one can have another tight relatioń logp p pmaxt r , 1´r uď H1 {2 ppq`H min pqq ,
that is also given in [8] , recall that H1 {2 ppq " 2 logp p pupp. The function H1 {2 ppq`H min pqq always takes its global minimum at the endpoints E 2 and E 4 and takes its absolute maximum 2 log 2 at the center [shown in Fig. 1 ] of ω. In [31] , a general expression for the tight lower bound of a sum of Rényi entropies is given, which is basically the minimization of the sum on the ellipse.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Taking a pure quantum state for a qudit, we present TIs (13) and then the combined-probability space ω for a general pair of measurement settings. The combined space is a compact and convex set in R 2d , and all its extreme points are represented by the m-parametric curves, 1 ď m ď d´1. These curves are determined by the two settings (Θ-matrix) and are sufficient to generate the whole ω as well as to provide a (un)certainty relation.
One can pick some suitable concave and convex functions on ω to quantify the uncertainty and certainty, respectively. Subsequently, one can establish an uncertainty (a certainty) relation by finding the absolute minimum (maximum) of a function at the parametric curves. Due to the parametric curves, formulation of a (un)certainty relation become a single-parameter optimization problem.
Particularly for the uncertainty measures (38) and (64), the absolute minima can always be easily computed by repeating the three-step procedure given in Sec. III with every m-set, 2 ď m ď d, built with entries in the Θ-matrix. And, thus, one can enjoy the corresponding URs for any pair of measurement settings. For the other functions, one needs to find all the critical points on the curves first and then the absolute extremum at those points. That is, still, much easier than searching the extremum on the whole space. In each case, the extremum-that is a lower (upper) bound on an uncertainty (certainty) measure-only depends on the measurement settings, not on a quantum state. Every (pure or mixed) state of a qudit provides a point in ω by the Born rule and respects every (un)certainty relation presented in this write-up.
In the case of a qubit, d " 2, we show that many known tight (un)certainty relations, owing to [6, 8, 16, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , can be derived from the TIs (53). These TIs define an ellipse that represents all the parametric curves, and each point on the ellipse (and in ω) corresponds to a qubit's state, thus we have tight relations. The same ellipse also emerges in [15] [16] [17] as a special case. For a pair of measurement setting on a qubit, it seems that the TIs (13) and the results in [13, [15] [16] [17] provide more fundamental QCs than the tight (un)certainty relations.
TIs (13) do not provide all possible QCs when the dimension d ą 2, hence there are still some points in ω that correspond to no quantum state, and our URs given in Sec. III are not tight in general. However, all our (un)certainty relations are built on the fact that 'every point outside of ω is, surely, not associated with any quantum state'. One can include other QCs, namely TIs (12) , then the domain ω of a (un)certainty function will be smaller. Consequently, better bounds and finer (un)certainty relations can be achieved. To get a tight bound, in the case of general settings and d ą 2, is a challenging task. Tight URs are only known in some special cases: position-momentum [3] , MUBs [7, 8, 16, 20, 21, 23] , and a qubit [6, 8, 16, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
URs have numerous applications in different strands of physics. Recently, these are employed for certain quantum information processing tasks such as the cryptography [23] and the entanglement detection [30, [34] [35] [36] [37] . As our (un)certainty relations arise solely from TIs, one can directly appoint TIs (12) as genuine QCs for such a job. Furthermore, in quantum state estimation [45] , one collects data by applying different measurement settings, thus realizes scheme (2) in a laboratory. Then, ρ est is constructed with the data. There one needs to confirm that the estimated ρ est represents a legitimate quantum state. Again TIs (12) could be utilized for such a test, for instance, one can firstly check whether the estimated p p est , q est q follows all the TIs or not.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the triangle inequalities
Landau and Pollak obtained a single TI of the kind given in (13) for continuous-time signals. One can spot several similarities between their work [13] and the following derivation. In this paper, the primary QCs are the TIs (12) . To derive such TIs, we consider three kets |ψy, |ay, and |by of a d-dimensional Hilbert space H d . Their inner products are expressed in the polar form as xa|ψy :"
? p e iµ " cos α e iµ ,
xb|ψy :" ? q e iν " cos β e iν , and (A2)
where the phases µ, ν, δ P r0, 2πq. In the main text, |ψy is associated with a quantum state, and |ay and |by are with the two measurement settings [see (1)]. Through the inner products, the quantum angles α, β, and θ are related with the probabilities p, q, and r [see also (3) , (4), (9), and (10)], and i " ?´1 . Recall that the angles lie in r0, π 2 s, and the probabilities belong to the interval r0, 1s.
It is always feasible to write one ket, say |ψy, as a sum of its component in the linear span of other two t|ay, |byu and its component in the orthogonal complement of the span [see (A6)]. In general, |ay and |by are not orthogonal to each other. In the case of 0 ă |xa|by| ă 1, employing the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process, one can convert the linearly independent set t|ay, |byu into an orthonormal set t|by, |b K yu or t|ay, |a K yu, where
The two sets are related by a unitary transformation:
(A5) Now we can resolve |ψy " cos β e iν |by`xb
with a suitable ket |xy that follows xb|xy " 0 " xb K |xy. If and only if |ψy lies in the span of t|ay, |byu, the last term in the expansion (A6) vanishes, otherwise not. With the normalization of |ψy, one can recognize |xb K |ψy| 2`| xx|ψy| 2 " sin β 2 , and subsequently
Taking the transformation (A5) and the polar form (A3), we realize another representation of the ket |ψy "`cos θ cos β e ipν`δq`s in θ xb K |ψy˘|ays in θ cos β e iν´c os θe´i
from (A6). With the new representation (A8) and the polar form
we attain
Remember that xa|xy " 0 " xa K |xy because |xy lies in the orthogonal complement of t|ay, |byu. Owing to
first, we obtain the left-hand side inequality in p ď`cos θ cos β`sin θ|xb K |ψy|˘2 ď cospθ´βq 2 , (A12) and afterwards the right-hand side inequality with the aid of (A7). Eventually, from above, we have
[using the polar form (A1)].
If there are equalities in (A11) as well as in (A7), then we reach an equality-at the place of inequalityin (A13): ξ " ν`δ pmod 2πq are the solutions of equation cospξ´pν`δqq " 1. And, |xx|ψy| " 0 implies that |ψy is contained in the subspace generated by t|ay, |byu, thus |xb K |ψy| " sin β. These two conditions turn (A6) and (A8) into
These |ψy kets-where δ is specified by the polar form (A3), provided xa|by ‰ 0, and the global phase ν can be any real number-are the only kets that saturate the inequality (A13). We can not straightforward use the above analysis for the next two cases |xa|by| " 0, 1, hence these are studied individually. In the case of xa|by " 0, |b K y " |ay and |a K y " |by; in fact, there is no need for the orthogonalization process, and both the representations (A6) and (A8) of |ψy become the same. Furthermore, δ is not determined by the polar form (A3), whereas θ " π 2 . Now the inequality (A13) becomes cos α 2`c os β 2 ď 1, which isdirectly realized from (A6) due to (A7)-saturated by the ket (A14) with an arbitrary real phase δ [remember cos α " |xa|ψy| due to (A1)].
In the case of |xa|by| " 1, θ " 0 and |by " e iδ |ay according to (A3), and the above orthogonalization process, thus |b K y and |a K y, does not exist. Consequently, the term xb K |ψy|b K y will not then appear in the decomposition (A6) of |ψy. At the places of (A7), (A13), and (A14) we have 0 ď |xx|ψy| ñ cos β 2 ď 1, cos α 2 " cos β 2 , and |ψy " e iν |by, respectively. In this case, there is no genuine QC, nevertheless cos β 2 ď 1 is saturated by the ket(s) |ψy " e iν |by [remember cos β " |xb|ψy|, see (A2)]. One can appreciate that inequality (A13) is a legitimate QC, and α and β must respect that for every θ P r0, π 2 s. Applying square root to both sides of the inequality, we gain
Since α P r0, π 2 s and pθ´βq P r´π 2 , π 2 s, both cos α and cospθ´βq are nonnegative numbers, hence there is no need to use the modulus on either side of the above inequality. As the arccos function is a strictly decreasing function and arccospcos ςq " |ς| for ς P r´π 2 , π 2 s, from (A16), we own an equivalent form |θ´β| ď α (A17) of (A13). In fact, (A17) carries two TIs: θ ď α`β and β ď α`θ. |ψy of (A14) with 0 ď β ď θ saturates the TI θ ď α`β and with θ ď β ď π 2 saturates the other TI β ď α`θ. TIs such as θ ď α`β [see (13) ] are used to define the combined-probability space ω in Sec. II.
Replacing the ordered set tb, β, νu by ta, α, µu in (A6) and repeating the above analysis, one will discover q " cos β 2 ď cospθ´αq 2 and (A18)
at the places of (A13) and (A17), respectively. Jointly (A17) and (A19) can be written as
which displays three TIs associated with the three angles. A TI says: the sum of two quantum angles must be greater than or equal to the remaining quantum angle.
In fact, the quantum angle "arccos |x | y|" is a metric (and a distinguishability measure [12] ) on the set S pure of all pure states (ρ " ρ 2 ). It is because the four conditions, 1. arccos |xa|by| ě 0 2. arccos |xa|by| " 0 if and only if |ayxa| " |byxb| 3. arccos |xa|by| " arccos |xb|ay| 4. arccos |xa|by| ď arccos |xa|ψy|`arccos |xψ|by| , are satisfied for every |ayxa|, |byxb|, and |ψyxψ| in S pure , where |xa|by| " a trp p p|ayxa| |byxb|. Note that every pure state on H d is made of a ket in H d , and two kets that are equal up to a global phase provide the same pure state. As the arccos function is nonnegative, the first condition is valid. The second and third are true by the virtue of |xa|by| " 1 ô |ayxa| " |byxb| and |xa|by| " |xb|ay|, respectively. The last condition is, the TI θ ď α`β, already derived above.
Returning to the TIs (A20), as α P r0, π 2 s, θ`β will be a true upper bound on α only if it is smaller than or equal to π 2 . Hence, we can further improve (A20) as
Taking the right-hand side inequality and applying the cosine function-that decreases monotonically on r0, πs-to both the terms, we get max tcospθ`βq , 0 u ď cos α .
Now, considering the Heaviside's unit step function
one can rewrite (A22) as ηp p pcospθ`βcospθ`βq ď cos α .
Since the terms on either side of the above inequality are nonnegative, squaring both sides delivers ηp p pcospθ`βcospθ`βq 2 ď cos α 2 .
Putting (A13) and (A25) side by side, we accomplish ηp p pcospθ`βcospθ`βq 2 ď cos α 2 ď cospθ´βq 2 .
(A26) Furthermore, due to (A1)-(A3), (A26) becomes
where (A27)
τ´:" ? r q´ap1´rqp1´qq and (A28)
τ`:" ? r q`ap1´rqp1´qq .
In essence, we obtain QCs (A21) and (A27) that are equivalent to each other, one is in terms of the quantum angles and the other is in terms of the probabilities. The real vector space R 2d is also a metric space with the Euclidean distance, and both its subsets Ω and ω are closed as well as bounded, hence they are compact sets (thanks to the Heine-Borel theorem, see in [46] ). Since a convex combination of probability vectors is again a probability vector, both Ω a and Ω b are convex subsets of R d . Moreover, Ω " Ω aˆΩb is a convex set because it is a Cartesian product of two such sets.
To prove the convexity of ω, we consider two combined vectors` p 1 , q 1˘a nd` p 2 , q 2˘t hat belong to ω. It means that their components follow the constraints (5)- (8) and (15) that is
For the proof, we need to show that a convex combinatioǹ
fulfills all the requirements (5)- (8) and (15)-therefore, lies in ω-for every λ P r0, 1s. Thanks to the convexity of Ω, the combination (B3) belongs to Ω and` p, q˘meets all the demands (5)- (8). Now we demonstrate that the components p i and q j of p, q˘respect inequality (15):
We have equality (B4) due to the convex combination (B3), and then we acquire inequality (B5) by employing (B1) and (B2). The next inequality (B6) is attributed to the concavity of a real-valued function
defined on r0, 1sˆr0, 1s, and the last equality is again because of the combination (B3). In conclusion, the combined-probability space ω is a convex set in R 2d . Beside, to recognize that f pp,is a concave function, we present the Hessian matrix
Appendix C: Preliminary calculations for the next appendix
With (3), (4), (9), and (10), let us again acknowledge that probability " cos (angle) 2 , and the quantum angles belong to the interval r0, π 2 s. Now we consider j ‰ l and
Since the difference between angles β j´βl P r´π 2 , π 2 s, we have 0 ď cospβ j´βl q. Hence, with (C1), one can establish
and then
due to the arccos function; note that arccospcos ςq " ς for ς P r0, πs. One can also perceive π 2 ď β j`βl as a TI. Next we are going to validate a result that is applied in Appendix D.
If j ‰ l, 0 ď θ ij´βj , and 0 ď θ kl´βl , then 1 ď cospθ ij´βj q 2`c ospθ kl´βl q 2 .
Let us designate θ ij´βj and θ kl´βl by ϕ ij and ϕ kl , respectively, and write cos ϕ ij 2`c os ϕ kl 2 " 1`cospϕ ij`ϕkl q cospϕ ij´ϕkl q (C5) just like (C1). One can show that the sum
due to θ ij`θkl ď π and (C3). Clearly ϕ ij , ϕ kl ď π 2 because θ, β P r0, π 2 s, and if 0 ď ϕ ij , ϕ kl [see the requirements in (C4)] then we have 0 ď ϕ ij`ϕkl and ϕ ij´ϕkl P r´π 2 , π 2 s. As a net result, 0 ď cospϕ ij˘ϕkl q, the last term in (C5) turns out to be a nonnegative function, and thus we achieve 1 ď cos ϕ ij 2`c os ϕ kl 2 . It completes a proof of (C4).
In addition to the requirements in (C4), if and only if θ ij " π 2 " θ kl and β j`βl " π 2 , then we acquire the equal-
If θ ij " π 2 " θ kl and β j`βl " π 2 then evidently we have the equality of (C7). Now let us prove the converse under the requirements 0 ď ϕ ij , ϕ kl of (C4). If cos ϕ ij 2`c os ϕ kl 2 " 1 then the last term in (C5) must vanish, which occurs-provided 0 ď ϕ ij , ϕ klwhen the sum in (C6) attains its upper bound π 2 or ϕ ij´ϕkl "˘π 2 . The case ϕ ij´ϕkl " π 2 arises when ϕ ij " π 2 and ϕ kl " 0, and ϕ ij´ϕkl "´π 2 happens when ϕ ij " 0 and ϕ kl " π 2 . Both these cases come under ϕ ij`ϕkl " π 2 -that is when the sum in (C6) reaches its upper bound-which materialize if and only if θ ij " π 2 " θ kl and β j`βl " π 2 ; it validates (C7). Similar to (C3) we have
and to (C4) plus (C7) we have if i ‰ k, 0 ď θ ij´αi , and 0 ď θ kl´αk , then 1 ď cospθ ij´αi q 2`c ospθ kl´αk q 2 . In addition, if and only if θ ij " π 2 " θ kl and α i`αk " π 2 , then we own the equality 1 " cospθ ij´αi q 2`c ospθ kl´αk q 2 .
(C9)
Appendix D: Extreme points of ω
In Appendix B, we demonstrate that the combinedprobability space ω is a compact convex set in R 2d . According to the Krein-Milman theorem (see Theorem 3.3.5 and Appendix A.3 in [38] ), every point of such a set can be decomposed into a convex combination of its extreme points. In this appendix, starting from an arbitrary interior point of ω, we move toward its extreme points.
Interior of ω
A point`9 p, 9 q˘P ω that obeys each of the constraints (6), (8) , and (13) with strict inequality,
is called an interior point of ω. In certain cases, such as d " 2 and θ P t0, π 2 u, there exist-no interior pointonly extreme points, then the following analysis is not needed. However, for d ą 2, there is always an interior
We begin our journey from a general but fixed interior point`9 p, 9 q˘along a straight line, which is the locus of points P "`p 1 , p 2 , 9 p rest , 9 q˘P R 2d , where p 1 , p 2 obey the linear equation
and 9 p rest " p 9 p 3 ,¨¨¨, 9 p d q. One can acknowledge that two points on this line differ from each other only in the first two coordinates, hence p 1 , p 2 are the only variables here. In (D2), the inequality saturates for d " 2 and becomes strict due to (D1) when d ą 2.
Since we never want to move outside of the combined space, we only consider those points on the line that lie in ω. From Sec. II recall that a point of R 2d lies in Ω if and only if it meets all the requirements (5)- (8), and if it also satisfies all the TIs (13) only then it belongs to ω. So a point P "`p 1 , p 2 , 9 p rest , 9 q˘on the line, defined by (D2), is contained in Ω if and only if 0 ď p 1 and 0 ď p 2 .
With (D2) and (D3), one can derive
As per (3) and (4), we can attach angles α 1 and α 2 with p 1 and p 2 , correspondingly. If these angles comply with
only then P P ω. Observe that the other demands for P to be in ω-(D1) for 3 ď i ď d and (7)-are automatically met, because 9 p rest and 9 q are also parts of the interior point`9 p, 9 q˘P ω. Considering the suprema
we can convert all the conditions in (D5) into two
Throughout the paper, in the subscripts of angles, capital letters are used to highlight a supremum. A supremum, say θ 1J´9 β J , cannot be a negative number: θ 1J´9 β J ă 0 implies θ 1j ă 9 β j for every j by the definition (D6). Which leads to r 1j ą 9 q j for each j by the relations (3), (4), (9) , and (10), and then to the contradiction 1 " ř d j"1 r 1j ą ř d j"1 9 q j " 1. Furthermore, θ 1J´9 β J " 0 if and only if θ 1j " 9 β j for every j. So, both suprema (D6) and (D7) lie in r0, π Since the cosine function is monotonically decreasing and nonnegative on r0, π 2 s, we can translate the constraints (D8) as
and then as
By the way, inequalities (A17) and (A13) impose stronger restrictions than (D5), (D10), and (D11). Since p 2 follows p 1 with Eq. (D2), all the restrictions (D4), (D10), and (D11) can be put together as
One can witness that these bounds on p 1 depend on the chosen interior point`9 p, 9 q˘. In short, only those P that fulfill the requirements (D2) and (D12) belong to the combined space ω.
From the interior point`9 p, 9 q˘, we can travel on the line in two directions: where p 1 increases and where p 1 decreases. While moving we pass four points P 1 ,¨¨¨, P 4 of R 2d that are presented in Table I . When we proceed in the direction where p 1 increases, then we reach first either P 1 or P 2 . It all depends on the minimum value in (D12). The point that we reach first belongs to ω. Whereas the other point, then, fails to satisfy (D12), and thus it lies outside of ω. While moving in the other direction, where p 1 decreases, we encounter first either P 3 or P 4 . Depending on the maximum value in (D12) one of t P 3 , P 4 u will be in, other will be out of, ω (unless both these points are the same).
All the above possibilities are communicated through Table II . For any`9 p, 9 q˘, only two of these possibilities can and will materialize, thus ω contains only a duo of (distinct) points from Table I . In Table III , we present every such duo. In fact, the interior point`9 p, 9 q˘can be expressed as a convex combination
of points of the one duo P 1 , P 2 that lies in ω. For each duo, λ P p0, 1q is presented in Table III .
By varying λ from 0 to 1 in the combination (D13), one can generate the line segment from P 2 to P 1 . Recall that the line is described by (D2). If P 1 , P 2 belong to the combined space, then obviously the whole segment will be in ω thanks to its convexity. The line segments connecting P 1 with P 2 (provided P 1 ‰ P 2 ) and connecting P 3 with P 4 p P 3 ‰ P 4 q remain outside of ω. Therefore, these two duos are not listed in Table III.   TABLE I . A list of four points P "`p1, p2, 9 prest, 9 q˘P R 2d that lie on the line characterized by (D2). From the interior point 9 p, 9 q˘, P1, P2 are in the direction where p1 increases, and P3, P4 are in the direction where p1 decreases. So, the value of p1 for a point here is one of the four bounds [stated in (D12)]. Once we have p1-in the center column-then p2 is retrieved with (D2) and placed in the right column.
p1`9 p2´cospθ1J´9 βJ q 2 P2 9 p1`9 p2 0 P3 0 9 p1`9 p2 P4 9 p1`9 p2´cospθ2K´9 βK q ă 9 p1`9 p2 P1 P ω and P2 R ω cospθ1J´9 βJ q 2 ą 9 p1`9 p2 P1 R ω and P2 P ω cospθ1J´9 βJ q 2 " 9 p1`9 p2 P1 " P2 P ω cospθ2K´9 βK q 2 ă 9 p1`9 p2 P3 R ω and P4 P ω cospθ2K´9 βK q 2 ą 9 p1`9 p2 P3 P ω and P4 R ω cospθ2K´9 βK q 2 " 9 p1`9 p2 P3 " P4 P ω Table I . Only one out of these duos-unless two or more duos are the same-lies in ω and expresses the interior point`9 p, 9 q˘through the convex combination (D13) with a real number λ. Corresponding to each duo, λ is registered in the right column. One can confirm that 0 ă λ ă 1 by realizing 0 ă 9 p1 ă cospθ1J´9 βJ q 2 and 0 ă 9 p2 ă cospθ2K´9 βK q 2 .
P2, P3 1´9 p2
In this part, it is shown that every interior point`9 p, 9 qȋ n ω can be decomposed as a convex combination of boundary points of ω, which are decomposed in the next part. Note that the subsequent analysis is for d ą 2. In the case of d " 2, 9 p 1`9 p 2 " 1, and Table I already carries the extreme points of ω. In fact, for d " 2, we only need P 1 and P 4 , because ω contains P 2 and P 3 if and only if P 2 " P 1 and P 3 " P 4 , respectively.
Boundary of ω
The boundary of ω is made of 2d`d 2 regions, where a region is characterized by equality in one of the constraints (6), (8) , and (13):
Q j :" p p,P ωˇˇq j " 0 ( , and (D15)
for 1 ď i, j ď d. A point from Table I , provided it is in ω, called a boundary point because it belongs to one of the regions (D14)-(D16). To reveal that the boundary points of ω can be decomposed into certain convex combinations, let us suppose that the duo P 1 , P 3 belongs to ω and analyze first P 3 P P 1 and then P 1 P R 1J . Of course, an identical treatment can be delivered in the case of other duos from Table III.   TABLE IV. A list of four points P "`0, p2, p3, 9 prest, 9 q˘sim-ilar to Table I . The upper bounds on p2 [see (D18)] specify the points P31 and P32, while the lower bounds determine P33 and P34. These bounds are stated in the middle column for p2, and then the corresponding p3 are obtained by (D17) [see the right column]. Table V,  at most two separate points of Table IV can belong to P1. Here, the left column carries all such couples of points. To the right side of each couple P 1 , P 2 , the value of λ is written, which associates the couple (provided it is in P1) back to P3 " λ P 1`p 1´λq P 2 . Taking 0 ă 9 p3 ă cospθ3L´9 βLq 2 and 0 ă 9 p1`9 p2 ď cospθ2K´9 βK q 2 -that determines P3 P P1 [see Table II ]-one can check that each λ lies in the interval p0, 1s.
Now we start from P 3 and travel within the region P 1 along a new set of points P "`0, p 2 , p 3 , 9 p rest , 9 q˘by changing p 2 , p 3 according to
where 9 p rest " p 9 p 4 ,¨¨¨, 9 p d q. Repeating the procedure similar to Appendix D 1, here we have
which is like (D12). The supremum θ 2K´9 β K is defined by (D7) and
If and only if p 2 respects (D18) and p 3 follows p 2 with (D17), then a new P P P 1 Ă ω. Analogous to Tables I-III, here we compose Tables IV-VI, in that order. Table IV holds a collection of four points. Table V has the conditions that decide whether a point of Table IV is in or out of P 1 . Table VI supplies all  possible couples-of points from Table IV -out of which one belongs to P 1 , that one is determined by P 3 . The line segment-connecting the one couple-carries P 3 and completely occupies in the region P 1 . Now we are going to focus on P 1 P R 1J . Let us proceed from P 1 by altering only p 2 , p 3 of another new vector
p rest , 9 q˘with respect to , p2, p3, 9 prest, 9 q˘like Tables I and IV. Here t P11, P12u and t P13, P14u are obtained with the upper and lower bounds in (D21), correspondingly. These bounds are arranged in the center column, and p3 is drawn from p2 with (D20). If Then K ‰ J P11 R R1J and P12 P R1J
K " J and Table III and VI. Right side to each duo, we place λ that relates the duo (when it is in R1J ) to the point P1 " λ P 1`p 1´λq P 2 . Having 0 ă 9 pi ă cospθiJ´9 βJ q 2 for i " 1, 2, 3 and the condition cospθ1J´9 βJ q 2 ď 9 p1`9 p2 that certifies P1 P R1J [see Table II ], one can show that 0 ď λ ă 1 in every case.
Note that 9 p rest " p 9 p 4 ,¨¨¨, 9 p d q, and (D20) identifies a straight line, a segment of which is contained in the region R 1J . In addition to (D20), if p 2 agrees to
only then the new vector P P R 1J . Like Tables I and IV,  here we assemble Table VII of four points using the four bounds in (D21). Due to (C4) and (C7) from Appendix C, we have
These inequalities are strict because a requirements in (C7), 9 β J`9 β K " π 2 , cannot be met since 9 q J`9 q K ă 1 is caused by (D1). Now taking (D21)-(D23) with ř 3 i"1 9 p i ď 1, one can deduce that the vectors P 11 and P 14 of Table VII can not belong to R 1J unless K " J and L " J, respectively. This fact is recorded in Table VIII with some other conditions, together they tell when a point of Table VII will be in or out of the region R 1J .
A duo, out of the four listed in Table IX , resides in R 1J and expresses P 1 through a convex combination. As Tables I-III are linked with the interior point`9 p, 9 q˘P ω and Tables IV-VI are attached to P 3 P P 1 , Tables VII-IX are associated with P 1 P R 1J . Tables I, IV , and VII carry the boundary points of ω, P 1 , and R 1J , respectively.
Extreme of ω
In the above parts, it is demonstrated that every interior point`9 p, 9 q˘P ω can be decomposed into a convex combination of the boundary points of ω, which can further be decomposed into convex combinations of the boundary points of regions (D14)-(D16). Continuing this decomposition process, we reach at a point`˚ p , 9 q˘, where
α i " θ iJ´9 β J pfor all i " 1,¨¨¨, mq , (D25) p s " 1´ř 
The point`˚ p , 9 q˘, designated by (D24)-(D28), satisfies m and d´pm`1q number of equality constraints of type (13) and (6), respectively. Ifp s of (D26) follows 0 ďp s ď cospθ sZ´9 β Z q 2 (D30) then`˚ p , 9 q˘P ω, where
is a supremum like (D6), (D7), (D19), and (D25). One can check that points in Table I for d " 2 and in Tables IV  as well as VII-provided K " J and L " J-for d " 3 are like`˚ p , 9 q˘; remember that ř d i"1 9 p i " 1 due to (5). Furthermore, one can easily recognizep s in each of these points. Then, one can see through Table II , V, and VIII that one of the two inequalities in (D30) is required for a point to be in ω. The other inequality is automatically obeyed due to (D1) and the conditions appeared in the earlier decompositions.
If we start our journey from a point`9 p , 9 q˘, where 9 q " pr 11 ,¨¨¨, r 1d q ,
then we will arrive at the point`˚ p , 9 q˘, where p "`1, 0˘(D33) TABLE X. Four points Q "`˚ p , 9 q1, q2, q3, 9 qrest˘P R 2d that rest on the line specified by (D35). From the point`˚ p , 9 q˘, the coordinate q2 increases towards t Q1, Q2u, while it decreases towards t Q3, Q4u. The middle column carries the four bounds given in (D36), and then q3 is obtained with (D35). The table  is prepared in the same fashion as Tables I, IV, and VII.   Q  q2  q3 Q1 cospθK2´αK q 2 9 q2`9 q3´cospθK2´αK q 2 Q2 9 q2`9 q3 0 Q3 0 9 q2`9 q3 Q4 9 q2`9 q3´cospθL3´αLq of (D28) and (D26). In the case (D34), the supremum α 1 " θ 1J´9 β J " 0 that is possible if and only if θ 1j " 9 β j , means r 1j " 9 q j , for every j. Indeed, it is so [see (D32)]. In all other cases, 0 ăα i for every 1 ď i ď m [see the limits (D29) onα i of (D25)], and`˚ p , 9 q˘can be decomposed further by adopting the same procedure as before.
Without loss of generality, let us suppose J " 1 for the subsequent analysis.
Here we begin with Q "`˚ p , 9 q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , 9 q rest˘, where q 2`q3 " 1´ř d i"4 9 q j´c os 9 β 1 2 loomoon 9 q 1 " 9 q 2`9 q 3 (D35) and 9 q rest " p 9 q 4 ,¨¨¨, 9 q d q. One can acknowledge that Q represents all those points, including`˚ p , 9
q˘, that fall on the straight line characterized by (D35).
If q 3 stays on the line with q 2 , which follows 0 ď max ! 0 , 9 q 2`9 q 3´c ospθ L3´αL q 2 ) ď q 2 ď min ! cospθ K2´αK q 2 , 9 q 2`9 q 3
then Q P ω. Here θ K2´αK " max 1ďkďd θ k2´αk ( and (D37)
are suprema, and the anglesα are related to the components of˚ p through (3) and (4) [see also (D24) and (D25)]. The constraints (D36) look alike (D12) and (D18). Identical to Tables I, IV , and VII, we enter a list of four points in Table X , where the points are drawn from the four bounds on q 2 given in (D36). Now, to establish criteria for a point of Table X to be in or out of ω, we are going to address the two cases m " 1 with 0 ăp s and (D39) m ą 1 with 0 ăp s (D40) 
If Then
K " s Q2 P ω K " 1, cospθK2´αK q 2 ă 9 q2`9 q3 Q1 P ω and Q2 R ω cospθK2´αK q 2 ą 9 q2`9 q3 Q1 R ω and Q2 P ω cospθK2´αK q 2 " 9 q2`9 q3 Q1 " Q2 P ω
2 ă 9 q2`9 q3 Q3 R ω and Q4 P ω cospθL3´αLq 2 ą 9 q2`9 q3 Q3 P ω and Q4 R ω cospθL3´αLq 2 " 9 q2`9 q3 Q3 " Q4 P ω TABLE XII. Collection of duplets Q 1 , Q 2 of points from Table X. Only one of these duplets-except if two or more are the same-belongs to ω and represents the point`˚ p , 9 q˘with the convex combination λ Q 1`p 1´λq Q 2 . Here we assume K " 1 and L " 1, otherwise Q1 and Q4 can not belong to ω without being equal to Q2 and Q3, respectively [see Table XI ]. The right column has the values of λ for each duplet, provided the duplet lies in ω. One can check that λ P r0, 1s with 0 ă 9 q2 ď cospθK2´αK q 2 and 0 ă 9 q3 ď cospθL3´αLq One can perceive that (D48) and (D49) are analogues to (D41) and (D43), respectively. The inequalities in (D49) suggest that 9 q 2`9 q 3 is the minimum value in (D36). Therefore, without exception Q 2 lies in ω, if Q 1 " Q 2 then Q 1 P ω. Identically, for L " s, always Q 3 P ω, and Q 4 belongs to ω only when it is Q 3 .
When K " 1 and L " 1 only then Q 1 and Q 4 can be in ω without being equal to Q 2 and Q 3 , respectively [see Table XI ]. With Table XI, for the case (D39), one can find out whether or not a duplet of points from Table X lies in ω. All such duplets are gathered in Table XII , which reveals that the point`˚ p , 9
q˘can be split into a convex combination. As before, we can break the points of Table X further and further until we reach extreme points of ω.
In the case (D39), the decomposition process leads to q "`cosβ 1 2 ,¨¨¨, cosβ n 2 , 0 ,q t , 0˘, where (D50) β j " θ 1j´α1 pfor all j " 1,¨¨¨, nq , (D51) q t " 1´ř n j"1 cosβ j 2 pn`1 ď t ď dq , and (D52) 1 ď n ď d´1 .
Ifq t of (D52) obeys 0 ďq t ď cospθ Zt´αZ q 2 , where (D54)
then the point`˚ p ,˚ q˘stated by (D47) and (D50) belongs to ω. It is an extreme point of ω in the case (D39). One can also realize that both there˚ p and˚ q are functions of 9 β 1 by noticingβ j " θ 1j´θ11`9 β 1 in (D51) with α 1 " θ 11´9 β 1 . In fact, the extreme point identified by (D33) and (D32) in the case (D34) can also be represented with these˚ p and˚ q of (D47) and (D50) by taking α 1 " 0, which make it as an endpoint of the parametric curve`˚ ppα1q ,˚ qpα1q˘. In conclusion, we realize the structure of extreme points of ω:
The point`˚ p ,˚ q˘, where "˚ p is specified by (D24)-(D27) and˚ q is given by (D45)" when m ą 1 and "˚ p is describe by (D47) and˚ q is presented by (D50)-(D53)" when m " 1, represents an extreme point of ω provided 9 β 1 is within suitable limits presented in the next part. For every 1 ď m ď pd´1q,`˚ pp 9 β1q ,˚ qp 9 β1q˘is a vector-valued function of a real parameter 9 β 1 , thus it characterizes an m-parametric curve in ω. Such curves are presented in Sec. II.
(D56)
